
Now there's something 
you don't see.

What it is

How it works

How much it costs

How long it takes



WHAT IS 
NINJA CHARGE ?
NinjaCharge is an intelligent web 
engine that connects Payment 
Processors to their Clients while 
ensuring that the Clients get the 
best available rates.

HOW DOES IT WORK ?
It allows clients to make payments using methods 
convenient for them while simplifying the 
integration with a single API. With its global 
presence and flexibility, it can process any and all 
types of payments.



HOW MUCH 
DOES IT COST ?
The majority of Ninja Charge’s services are free. We 
make money by collecting rebates from the 
institutions accepting the funds. 

It’s important to stress how much it DOES NOT 
cost: Our Clients will get the best available rates due 
to NinjaCharge’s synergistic relationships with a 
variety of payment processors.

In special cases NinjaCharge may charge up to 1% of 
the processed amount.

HOW LONG 
WILL IT TAKE ?
The exact duration of the setup time varies. It is 
possible that you will accept your first transaction 
the same day. In some cases it will take 
approximately a week.



John Doe
Wants to make a payment to your 

company

We will take into account 
these and many other 
variables before choosing 
the processing engine to 
ensure the best value.

Do you prefer to pay by card 
or by a wallet?

Is your account currency
USD or EUR ?

Is the payment amount 
over 1000.00 USD ?

Is your country of 
residence USA ?

Paypal or Skrill ?

Card

EUR USD

non

USA USA

NoYes

Skrill PayPal

Wallet

Merchant Acc
X

Merchant Acc
Y

Merchant Acc
C

Merchant Acc
D

Merchant Acc
A

Merchant Acc
B



Fair competition ensuring 
the best rates

Intelligent engine that 
connects Payment 

Processors with Clients

Extensive background in the 
financial industry.

What sets us apart

A single API that is fully 
adaptable to integrate any 

processing method

Highest level of security 
and latest technologies

Experienced team brought 
together in a single startup 

environment



About Us

NinjaCharge is a one-stop solution for all your 
processing needs. It allows clients to make online 
payments using methods convenient for them, by 
integrating with a single API. 

With its global presence and flexibility, it can 
process any and all types of payments. 

Clients will get the best available rates due to 
NinjaCharge’s synergistic relationships with a 
variety of payment processors.
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